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eGAIAN RELATIONSHIPS

The starting point for eGaia is

developing co-operative rather

than competitive relationships

with others. This is necessary

if we are to see ourselves as

part of a larger whole, the

living Earth. This requires an

understanding of the comm-

unications principles necessary

for co-operation. This chapter

explores these ideas by going

back to first principles: how

we construct the personal

worlds in which we each live.
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Further chapters of Part 3 apply that kind of relationship in wider contexts

– to conflict resolution, to a co-operative economy and to a sustainable

Earth.

The relationship spectrum

What does it mean for ‘the Earth to function as an organism’ and for

‘humanity to function as the nervous system of that organism’? The

primary characteristic of an organism is its wholeness: its parts do not act

independently; they act in support of the whole and thus in support of each

other. At a personal level, this implies a shift in relationships from

competition towards mutual support and collaboration. That change of

relationship is a shift along a spectrum, as in the diagram below. 

A spectrum of relationships
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Criminals preying on people,

enemies

Strangers

Colleages, acquaintances, people

we deal with in shops, offices,

professions, trades

Friends, neighbours, close

colleagues

Family, close friends

Fragmented:
not connected
to me

Coherent:
part of my
‘extended self’



Relationships at the near end of this spectrum are ‘coherent’ in contrast to

‘fragmented’. Relationships at the coherent end are close, loving and

supportive, those at the fragmented end are distant, coercive and difficult.

At the coherent end are people who are like an extension of oneself. At the

fragmented end, people are disconnected, part of Earth as ecosystem, not

organism. 

You But I know lots of people who hate other members of their

families.

Me Sure, but it is the qualities of relationship in this spectrum

that I’m trying to clarify. The fact that there are many

exceptions is not relevant to the argument.

What is it that changes along this spectrum?

• the degree to which people identify with each other, as part of a sort of

'extended self'

• the degree to which people understand each other, from the other's

point of view, and the way this leads to acceptance and tolerance of

differences.

As will become clear later in the chapter, to maintain a relationship at the

coherent end of the spectrum, it helps to have communication strategies

that can resolve or at least diffuse the conflicts that inevitably arise.

To begin to clarify this relationship spectrum, here is a fairly extended

set of examples, which later sections will draw on. It starts at the

fragmented end.

Professional burglars, thieves and muggers Crime is one of the world's

largest industries. When someone snatches your bag, chances are they don't

think of you as a person like themselves, any more than a lion feels
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compassion for the gazelle it kills. You are ‘other’, something that doesn't

matter to them. They don't hate you, and aren't angry with you. You, the

person, simply don’t come into their awareness. They can sustain this as a

way of life, largely because they are part of a sub-culture in which it is

acceptable, regardless of what the rest of society says.

Cultures at war The Arab-Israeli conflict is one of many similar examples

of cultures at war at present. The next chapter, on conflict resolution, uses

it as an example, but the essence of the argument. between the two sides is

depressingly familiar to all. Outsiders may see a spiral of violence – the

actions of both sides are taken by the other side as justifying their own

violence and even making it necessary – but each side takes a more limited

view. Their own anger and pain blinds them to the suffering they are

inflicting on the other side, who they demonise. They see themselves as

victims of the other side, not as part of a process in which both sides are

the cause of the other side’s violence.

Strangers meeting casually Fear: you walk past a strange-looking group of

people in the evening on an empty street in a large town.  You think to

yourself, "Am I about to be attacked?" You walk on past. There is no eye

contact, no exchange of greetings. You continue to walk in fear for quite a

while.

Casual friendship You walk in a wild, hilly place with a group of friends, and

you encounter another group of walkers. You pass, you say "Hello!" and

"What a beautiful day!" and walk on, never to see each other again. The

entire relationship is brief but pleasant. The words and the body language

say "I am not a threat, my intentions are friendly. You and I are people who

like the same kinds of things."
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Hospitality to strangers Many cultures have had very strong traditions of

hospitality to strangers. "When in 1568 a European missionary arrived out

of the blue at Nagasaki, he was given a Buddhist temple to stay in, and

banquets three nights running… The Lithuanian word for guest is

clansman (svetjas), because by eating and sleeping in another's house, a

guest became a member of his host's clan. In Albania, a host who gave

hospitality to a stranger was obliged to take revenge on anyone who

harmed him before he reached his next destination."
1

The people in the shops There's a shop selling electrical and electronic

goods, staffed by bright young men wearing the shop's shirt and tie. They

don't know anything about you and they don't ask. They show you several

models and sing the praises of one of the more expensive ones. Do they get

more commission on that one, or is it really better? Can you trust them?

Are they serving you or themselves? There's another shop where several of

your friends work. Whenever you walk in you get a nice greeting but

sometimes have to forestall long conversations if you are busy. You know

their advice is, at the worst, their view of your best interests.

Creative arts camp
2

This example of ordinary Western people meeting

under circumstances which bring out the best and most co-operative within

them is used as an extended example in Chapter 9, but is introduced here.

There may be as many as several hundred people, a lot of them

children, at the camp. People come expecting to camp in a circle around a

common campfire with some friends. Each camping circle usually unites

more than one group of friends and some newcomers and become instant

communities. They are memorable social units. People will say, "You

remember so and so. They were in such and such's circle, over by the grove,
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two years ago." People come from various backgrounds and income levels,

but share a love of music and of these camps. The setting is conducive to

creating friendships. There are many tasks to share – cooking, tending the

fire, looking after the children – and activities to go to together. Most of

the routine tasks of looking after the camp as a whole are spread out among

the campers, working half a day each, in a fairly organised way. Crews of

campers keep the toilets clean, work in the café and the children's area. The

camp would be much more expensive if people had to be paid to do that.

Over the years, a culture and tradition of the camps has grown up

which is passed on to newcomers – so they find a sense of instant

community, created effortlessly. Many people find the camps very powerful

experiences, and want more like that in their lives.

The happy couple Despite all the broken families and dysfunctional

relationships, there are still many relationships that do work well, and they

form a fitting end to the relationship spectrum. The happy couple know

that the other's mood can make a difference to their own mood, so it is self-

interest as well as love which leads them to act to support the other's

happiness. They are very aware of the practical and emotional benefits of

having someone to share their lives with.

They spend a fair proportion of their time together, but also have quite

separate lives and interests. Both respect their partners' independent time

and enjoy hearing about it. The differences between them lead them to

have quite different views on some subjects. (This is sometimes to do with

very personal aspects of their life, such as tidiness and hygiene, food, dress,

etc.) They know that these differences are inevitable, and generally enjoy

and accept them light-heartedly. They feel that this acceptance and

tolerance is a major strength of their relationship.
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When the differences between them begin to cause tension, (as it must

from time to time) they have learned strategies for diffusing it. Lateral

thinking is often a useful way out of conflict. They find some solution that

satisfies both of them. Neither is shy about complaining, having found that

the other generally listens with sympathy and tends to take the complaint

on board. Their mutual acceptance and tolerance leads to low

defensiveness.

They share some of their income, but not all. Their contributions to

their joint expenses are roughly the same, but they don't worry about

trying to keep careful records or about getting it exactly equal. It isn't

worth the effort, and besides, they like doing things to please each other.

You So you think all relationships should aim to become like the

happy couple? I don't want to spend my time hearing all

about the personal lives of the people I meet in shops and

doubt if I will ever come to love them.

Me No, I didn't say that. Everyone has relationships in many

different parts of the spectrum. All I am suggesting is a shift

along it. I am trying to tease out what the crucial differences

are along the spectrum so we can create the conditions for

coherent rather than fragmented relationships.

Selves and extended selves

“A human being is part of the whole, called by us ‘Universe’, a part

limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and

feelings as something separated from the rest – a kind of optical

delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us,

restricting us to our personal desires and to affection for a few
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persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this

prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living

creatures and the whole nature in its beauty.”      

Albert Einstein
3

A good starting point for looking more deeply at this relationship spectrum

is to look at our sense of self and how we create it. Our bodies are the most

obvious first look at who we are. Peter Russell calls this “the skin-

encapsulated ego.”
4

We learn to see ourselves as our bodies in infancy as

we become aware of our separateness from our mothers and our

surroundings. A baby gradually comes to be able to control its body. It

learns to control its limbs. It learns to give signs that result in its being fed,

so satisfying internal needs. The sense of what is 'me' grows by contrast

with what is 'not me'. I can bang my fist, but that table resists my banging.

It is 'not me'. Thus begins a sense of ‘me’ as ‘that which I am able to control

and look after’.

This early psychological sense of self closely parallels the physical

organisation of the body as a control system.
5

Our bodies control their

internal temperature to within a fraction of a degree. They control and

preserve the chemical composition of the blood and tissues very accurately.

To enable the internal, unconscious parts of us to do this, our overall

conscious part must behave in suitable ways. It must control the limbs to

put clothes on and off to help maintain its temperature. It must act in ever

more complex ways to ensure a suitable supply of food, shelter and other

physical needs. 

Peter Russell contrasts 'the skin-encapsulated ego' with a broader sense

of self as "unbounded, part of a greater wholeness, united with the rest of

the Universe."
6

This book proposes a related but more limited sense of
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extended self as a starting point while keeping Peter's vision around

philosophically.

My study as my shell

As I sit at my desk in my study, an environment that has

been mostly shaped by me surrounds me. The books,

messy desk, ornaments, pictures on the wall all give anyone

entering the room a strong sense of me, my interests and

personality. Just as I eat, exercise, dress, etc to keep my

body healthy, I act to keep my study as it suits me. It is part

of what I care about and look after. Even in the animal

kingdom, 'the organism' may mean more than 'the

physical body'. Is the shell of a snail part of the snail or part

of its environment? What about a bee hive? Scott Turner,

in The Extended Organism
7

makes the case that the

structures animals build should be properly considered to

be external organs of physiology.

We can use the term 'extended self' to reflect this internal, psychological

sense of self, as 'that which you care about and look after'. So in this sense,

your immediate family and close friends are generally part of your extended

self. You may do a lot for your children, at great personal cost, because they

are part of what you care about. Similarly, your personal possessions and

home are part of your extended self. (People feel violated when their home

or car is broken into, even though they haven't been physically harmed

themselves.)

There are wider, but perhaps less intense aspects of the extended self,

like your values and those aspects of your community, your culture or the
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world which you care about. When you give money to relieve a famine on

the other side of the world you are seeing the people there as a part of your

extended self in a small way. If you are upset when you read of a genocidal

war or the destruction of a rainforest, those people and that forest are, at

least momentarily, part of your extended self. 

Going back to the relationship spectrum, it is clear that the Arabs and

Israelis are not part of each other's extended selves. Nor are the burglar's

victims. With friendly and hospitable strangers a little extended self begins

to creep in, as it certainly does in the friendly shop. The creative arts camp

is set up in such a way as to encourage people to see each other as parts of

their extended selves, as it is expected that they will be looking after each

other. And of course, the lives of the happy couple are so intertwined that

the old cliché 'my other (better?) half' certainly applies.

Thus anything which encourages people to see each other (and also the

natural world) as part of their extended self is a step towards an eGaian

world. This includes much of the environmental movements and peace

movements, and many of the experiments with new forms of community

(kibbutzim, communes and co-operatives) of the past century. The message

from the creative arts camp is that it is possible to set up new structures in

which people naturally find themselves seeing each other as part of their

extended self. Social structures that do that will form the basis of the steps

towards an eGaian world.

The View from inside: constructing one’s world

To fully understand the sense of self we need to understand how an

individual ‘constructs their world’, from the inside. For example…
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Sitting in my garden…

I sit in my garden writing this book. If I reflect superficially

as to what my world is at the moment, I might say it is

what I see and hear around me: the house, the garden and

beyond, shapes I recognise as flowers, bushes, walls and

windows. I hear birds, wind, traffic and other people in the

distance.

But looking a little closer, there is much more to it

than that. I experience a mixture of emotions: excitement,

a little fear and impatience with myself for being so slow.

Thoughts are tumbling through my mind, some related to

the book, others to various other aspects of my life: 

chores I have to do, my next meal, my partner. I live in an

almost incessant stream of ‘words-in-my-head’ that flits

about from one sub-stream to the next. My primary reality,

my personal ‘View’ is that continuous and subjective

jumble of thoughts, feelings and perceptions. My physical

surroundings and body are just a part of it. They are

secondary, something I sometimes pay attention to.

I take a sip of tea from my favourite mug and

experience the familiar taste and feelings of relaxation I

associate with cups of tea. My experience of drinking tea

includes elements of all previous cups of tea I have drunk

and the social situations in which I have had them. My

enjoyment of the design of the mug is there too. The

present-moment physical sensations are only a small part

of the experience.
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So our starting point is this fundamental experience that it is our private

and subjective ‘View’ of the world which is our primary reality. Our

experience of the physical world is secondary. It is constructed out of that

View. 
8

The construction of a person’s View is an active process. It is not simply

the mixture of thought and perception that determines experience. Your

View seems like a detailed, seamless world, as though it were being

recorded by a video camera. Actually, your perception is very limited. The

full information you would need to receive all the shapes, movement and

sounds around you to really experience that detailed, seamless world is

vastly beyond the capacity of your senses. Moreover, your brain would need

a lot more information processing power than it has to make sense of it all.

Instead, what happens is that you continually guess what is going to

happen next. Your mind anticipates what will happen from its past

experiences. It fills in most of the missing information from what it

expects. 

Sometimes that process of seamless construction breaks down and you

become aware of it.

The time I shouted at my trousers

I went into the bedroom early one evening and spotted a

shape on the bed. In the half-light I wasn’t instantly sure

what it was, but I suddenly thought, “The dog is on the

bed!” The size was about right and I could just about

recognise its head, ears and tail. I shouted “Get off!” as I

had a long-standing policy that the dog was not allowed on

the bed I slept in. I rushed forward to enforce my will,

switched on the light, and broke out in laughter. On the
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bed were my trousers, jumbled up as I had left them earlier.

In the light they looked nothing like the dog, but my

memory is clear: In the half-light I ‘saw’ the head, ears and

tail.

The step that wasn’t there

I was leaving the home of good friends whom I had visited

before. The outside light bulb had failed, but the path was

familiar to me. There were several steps down, around a

dark corner where I couldn’t see. I walked down the first

three steps confidently, but on the fourth ‘step’ I nearly fell.

My memory had failed me. There were only three steps.

My body movements, anticipating a fourth step that wasn’t

there, were completely inappropriate to level ground.

Misheard names on the telephone

Have you ever noticed that if someone answers the

telephone with their own name as the first word (“Richard

speaking…”), it is impossible to understand? It takes a few

words for you to key into the characteristics of another

person’s voice. Only then can you anticipate the next

words and thus recognise them. A name doesn’t have

enough context to allow you to do this. If you pay

attention to what you actually can remember when you

hear a new name on the phone then you will get a clue as

to how much of your ‘experience’ is actually filled in by

your anticipation.
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Making a light switch vanish

Here is a party trick. You can make a light switch or any

small object on a plain wall appear to vanish by using the

blind spot in your eye. Locate a small object on a plain wall

opposite you. Put your right hand over your right eye.

Then extend your left hand and point to the object with

your left forefinger. While concentrating on your finger,

move your left hand to the right very slowly. After you have

moved your hand about six inches to the right the object

will seem to vanish. It will be in the blind spot of your left

eye and you will see a continuous blank wall. For this to

work you have to avoid the temptation to look directly at

the object. Keep looking at your finger, but notice when

the object disappears from view. Your mind does not allow

you to experience a hole in your perception. It fills in the

details from the clues it has available, in this case the

surrounding wall.

Yes That seems like a clever trick, and I will try it, but what is the

point you are getting at? What does this have to do with

people trying to collaborate?

Me Much of what we think we are experiencing, that is, stuff

coming from ‘out there’ is actually our minds filling in details

from what we expect to experience. This can fool us when we

are dealing with other people. Haven’t you ever found that

you thought you had an understanding with someone who

later claimed to see it much differently than you? Often we

think we agree with someone on the basis of brief comments.
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We have filled in a lot of agreement that was never really

there. A lot of careful checking of agreement is needed.

So you can't make sense of a person’s View simply by looking at their

external circumstances. From the outside, it might seem as though they

should be happy, should believe certain things, should choose certain

actions. From their internal perspective it could look completely different.

It is perfectly reasonable for two people to have what an observer might

think was the same experience and yet have a completely different

understanding of it. Each is actually taking in different aspects and filling

out their construction based upon their own past history and expectations.

First principle of a coherent relationship Both people

must attempt to understand each other from each other’s

perspective, from each others’ View. 

It follows from this is that you cannot make sense of another person’s View

without sufficient communication to know what that View is. 

To summarise the argument so far, we live in our View, our private

subjective reality that consists of a mixture of feelings, thoughts and

perceptions. At any moment, memories of many similar events are evoked

by our current perceptions. We use these to make sense of the present

moment and to anticipate what will happen next. Without that

anticipation, very little of our perceptions would be understandable. There

is just too much coming in at any one time to make sense of it otherwise.
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Convergent communication: knowing that you
are in agreement

Everyone has had experiences where they thought they had an agreement

with someone else and later found that wasn’t the case. It may have been

on some personal level such as an arrangement on where and when to meet.

It may be an understanding with someone you work for, or with someone

offering you a service. Sometimes you might be convinced that the other

person has knowingly distorted the agreement, but sometimes it is clear

that both genuinely saw it in different ways.  

This is where the idea that our View is our primary reality becomes so

powerful. Differences in View need not be seen as contradictory. They can

be perfectly consistent within the context of each person’s different

experience and anticipation.

Here is a comical story that was circulating on the Internet.

Ignore the dreadful gender stereotypes and enjoy the way two

very different Views are formed out of a joint experience.

The differences between men and women

Let’s say a guy named Roger is attracted to a woman

named Elaine. He asks her out to a movie; she accepts; they

have a pretty good time. A few nights later he asks her out

to dinner, and again they enjoy themselves. They continue

to see each other regularly, and after a while neither one of

them is seeing anybody else.

And then, one evening when they’re driving home, a

thought occurs to Elaine, and without really thinking, she
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says it aloud: “Do you realize that, as of tonight, we’ve been

seeing each other for exactly six months?” And then there

is silence in the car. To Elaine, it seems like a very loud

silence. She thinks to herself: “Geez, I wonder if it bothers

him that I said that? Maybe he’s feeling confined by our

relationship; maybe he thinks I’m trying to push him into

some kind of obligation that he doesn’t want, or isn’t sure

of?” And Roger is thinking: “Gosh, six months.”

Elaine is thinking: “But hey, I’m not so sure I want this

kind of relationship either. Sometimes I wish I had a little

more space, so I’d have time to think about whether I really

want us to keep going the way we are, moving steadily

towards… I mean, where are we going? Are we just going

to keep seeing each other at this level of intimacy? Are we

heading towards marriage? Toward children? Toward a

lifetime together? Am I ready for that level of

commitment? Do I really even know this person?” And

Roger is thinking: “…so that means it was… let’s see…

February when we started going out, which was right after

I had the car at the dealer’s, which means… lemme check

the odometer. …Whoa! I am way overdue for an oil

change here.”

Elaine is thinking: “He’s upset. I can see it on his face.

Maybe I’m reading this completely wrong. Maybe he

wants more from our relationship, more intimacy, more

commitment; maybe he has sensed—even before I sensed

it—that I was feeling some reservations. Yes, I bet that’s it.

That’s why he’s so reluctant to say anything about his own
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feelings. He’s afraid of being rejected.” And Roger is

thinking: “And I’m going to have them look at the

transmission again. I don’t care what those morons say, it’s

still not shifting right. And they better not try to blame it

on the cold weather this time. What cold weather? It’s 87

degrees out, and this thing is shifting like a goddamn

garbage truck, and I paid those incompetent thieves

$600.”

Elaine is thinking: “He’s angry. And I don’t blame him.

I’d be angry too. God, I feel so guilty, putting him through

this, but I can’t help the way I feel. I’m just not sure.”  And

Roger is thinking: “They’ll probably say it’s only a 90-day

warranty. That’s exactly what they’re gonna say, the

scumballs.”

Elaine is thinking: “Maybe I’m just too idealistic,

waiting for a knight to come riding up on his white horse,

while I’m sitting right next to a perfectly good person, a

person I enjoy being with, a person I truly do care about,

a person who seems to truly care for me. A person who is

in pain because of my self-centered, schoolgirl romantic

fantasy.” And Roger is thinking: “Warranty? They want a

warranty I’ll give them a goddamn warranty. I’ll take their

warranty and stick it right up their…

“Roger” Elaine says aloud. “What?” asks Roger,

startled. “Please don’t torture yourself like this,” she says,

her eyes beginning to brim with tears. “Maybe I should

never have… Oh God, I feel so… “ (She breaks down,

sobbing.) “What?” says Roger.
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“I’m such a fool,” Elaine sobs. “I mean, I know there’s

no knight. I really know that. It’s silly. There’s no knight,

and there’s no horse.” “There’s no horse?” asks Roger.

“You think I’m a fool, don’t you?” Elaine says. “No!”

says Roger, glad to finally know the correct answer.

“It’s just that… It’s just that… I need some time.”

Elaine says. (There is a 15-second pause while Roger,

thinking as fast as he can, tries to come up with a safe

response. Finally he comes up with one that he thinks

might work.) “Yes” he says.

(Elaine, deeply moved, touches his hand.) “Oh Roger,

do you really feel that way?” “What way?” says Roger.

“That way about time.” says Elaine. “Oh” says Roger,

“Yes.”

(Elaine turns to face him and gazes deeply into his

eyes, causing him to become very nervous about what she

might say next, especially if it involves a horse. At last she

speaks.) “Thank you Roger.” she says. “Thank you” says

Roger.

Then he takes her home, and she lies on her bed, a

conflicted, tortured soul and weeps until dawn, whereas

when Roger gets back to his place, he opens a bag of

Doritos, turns on the TV and immediately becomes deeply

involved in a rerun of a tennis match between two

Czechoslovakians he never heard of. A tiny voice in the far

recesses of his mind tells him that something major was

going on back there in the car, but he is pretty sure there is

no way he would ever understand what, and so he figures
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it’s better if he doesn’t think about it. (This is also Roger’s

policy regarding world hunger.)

The next day Elaine will call her closest friend, or

perhaps two of them, and they will talk about this situation

for six straight hours, never reaching any definite

conclusions, but never getting bored with it either. Roger,

while playing racquetball one day with a mutual friend of

his and Elaine’s, will pause just before serving, frown and

ask: “Norm, did Elaine ever own a horse?”

This story illustrates how easily people’s Views may become very different,

even when they have what might appear to be a shared experience. Each is

paying attention to different things. Both are dominated by their internal

worlds, not the few actual words that pass between them. Even the words

don’t have the same meaning to both of them.

This potential for Views to diverge doesn’t mean that communication

and mutual understanding are impossible. It simply means that they

cannot be taken for granted. Careful checking is needed to confirm

agreement and to probe the limits of agreement.

During the last century, with the growth of new communications

media, engineers had to develop means for machines to communicate

reliably with each other. They were faced with the ever-present possibility

that noise, interference and bad connections would corrupt messages. They

developed principles for understanding the process of communication in

the abstract, away from the messy emotional details of human

communication. 

So, how do computers ‘know’ they ‘understand’ each other? When

computers connect to each other through the Internet they exchange data



in discrete packets. Each packet is coded in such a way that errors can be

detected. After each packet is sent, there is a ‘handshake’ to confirm that

the packet has been accurately received. If not, the packet is re-sent and re-

sent until the sending computer gets a message that confirms to it that the

packet has been correctly received.

This continual checking for errors has been found necessary for

machine communication to be reliable. People with good communications

skills (not Elaine and Roger) often do the equivalent intuitively. Because

language is so basic to being human we often take for granted that we are

being understood. And we often find that we are wrong in that. As in the

joke above, a conversation can simply be a series of exchanges of words,

where neither side has any idea of whether the other has understood them.

Fortunately, much human communication does a lot better than that. For

example, one person may speak while the other listens and replies

occasionally with nods, grunts or whatever. These may be a rough

equivalent of the computer’s checking of a packet.

You Or they might just be pretence at listening.

Me True, but someone who is skilled at communicating will

make regular indications that they are following and under-

standing, and will ask questions when they aren’t.

The telecommunications engineers’ principles can be applied more

explicitly to human discussions and can make it much more reliable too.

The engineers have identified a basic communications cycle: sending some

information and checking that it has been understood. We can take that as

a basic unit of human communications too. Communication then becomes

not just a series of statements but rather a series of: [statements plus

checking that it is understood]. The illustration below shows the process.
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The basic communications cycle

Let’s unpick the various bits of this cycle:

• ‘Here’s my View of this.’ is the statement A hopes B will understand.

The rest is designed to check that it has been understood. 

• In the second line, person B is reflecting back, from B’s perspective,

what B thinks A was saying (from A’s perspective). This is quite

different from either agreeing or disagreeing with A. The crucial point

is that B is trying to see from A’s perspective, to reflect back A’s full

View, not just A’s words.

• In the third line, A isn’t continuing the discussion.  A is simply

clarifying whether B has or has not understood. If not, A tries again,

perhaps in somewhat different words.

• Finally, when A indicates agreement, B confirms it. Then both can be

as confident as possible that they have reached agreement.
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A B

A: Here’s my View on this
B: If I’ve understood you correctly,

this is your View on this
A: No, you haven’t understood, actually
or
A: Yes, that’s right

B: OK. We agree on that!
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In a casual conversation, often nothing rides on the outcome. People may

simply be passing time rather than looking for agreement. In that case, this

cycle is not needed. The usual grunts etc will do to at least indicate that the

listener is listening. In more serious circumstances, as when joint action is

planned, a loose informal version of the communications cycle is a good

idea. (“So long, see you at 5 tomorrow at the café”, “I thought you said

5:30.” “No, it was 5.” “OK”)

When the communication really counts, for example in tense

emotional situations, a skilled communicator will use the communications

cycle in full, repeatedly. They will make sure that they see the other person’s

perspective and have understood as fully as possible what the other intends

and that the other knows that before moving on to the next point in the

discussion.

Another important part of the telecommunications engineer’s

conceptual repertoire is to see the communications process in terms of

layers or levels. 

• At the lowest levels are the physical connections. What types of wires,

plugs and sockets, voltage and current levels does a system use? 

• At somewhat higher levels are the conventions and protocols used.

How long are the packets and how are they put together? What codes

should be used for checking and correcting errors? 

• At still higher levels there is the content of the communication: your

email messages, a picture you are downloading from the Web.

This concept of ‘levels of communication’ also applies to human

communication. In the communications cycle described above there is the

main statement which is the content of the discussion. The rest of the cycle

has the function of checking that it has been understood. That checking
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process is part of the next level up. It is communication about the

communication process. 

In the story of Elaine and Roger, Elaine looks at Roger’s face and body

language to gauge his reaction. Again, this is the second level: monitoring

the state of the discussion, this time using clues about emotional state.

Elaine doesn’t get it right because she doesn’t check it, but at least she is

using that level whereas Roger is not. Elaine gets upset because she thinks

her remark has endangered the relationship. This concern about whether

the relationship is converging or diverging is the third level. The third level

is communication about the second level, whether it is succeeding or not. 

To summarise these three levels:

• at the basic level is the content of the discussion. It consists of the main

messages each person is trying to convey to the other 

• the next level is communication about the discussion. It includes body

language and tone of voice

• the third level is communication about the second level and is simply

concerned about whether the conversation is converging (going well)

or diverging (going badly).

Skilful communicators make good use of the three levels. They will remain

aware of them at all times. If they think that there is misunderstanding at

the level of the content they will move to the second level, checking that

there is agreement. They may use the communications cycle explicitly,

working to make sure the other person feels understood in terms of their

own View. If a discussion seems to be going badly, they may appeal to the

third level: “Hey, I thought we were friends! I really don’t want this

discussion to spoil that.” “We seem to be continually talking across each

other. I really want us to end up with a solution we can both agree upon.”
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Second principle of a coherent relationship A coherent

relationship must be based on convergent communication.

Both people must make an effort to be sure they are

understood. They must regularly ensure that their views

haven’t diverged too much.

Coherent relationships, based upon convergent communication, are the

basis of an eGaian world. In the fictional story of Pinecone Network, it was

presumed that this was learned explicitly by everyone in childhood and was

generally well understood by the population. It enabled people to resolve

conflicts at an early stage. It made co-operation of all sorts much easier.

People who are naturally good at it today are generally well liked and are

considered to be ‘nice’. There is no gene for niceness. It is a basic social skill

that can be practised and learned. 
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A PEACEFUL EARTH: 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION

“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of

God.” Matthew 5:9

“Nothing stands between us and disaster except ourselves. This

principle applies to nuclear war as it does to resolving –peacefully,

voluntarily, without guns or lawyers – a dispute between neighbors

in suburbia over how early it’s permissible for a lawnmower to break

the morning silence. ”
1

This chapter addresses directly the first of the basic eGaian principles from

Chapter 2 – Peace. It builds on the communication principles in the last

chapter. The first and most fundamental question is whether Peace is

possible. Is a well-policed truce the best we can hope for? Is peace even

compatible with human nature? Chapter 5 gave examples of cultures in
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which serious conflict was rare by the standards of Western cultures: the

Tahitians, the Yequana of Venezuela, Ladakh, the Fore of New Guinea. But

are these exceptional, isolated communities, on the verge of extinction and

irrelevant to the wider world? 

We have no reason to believe that there has ever been a time when

peaceful, collaborative societies were the norm for humanity. If the eGaian

social vision does arrive, it will be unprecedented, pushed into existence by

the need to overcome the effects of humanity as a global cancer before it is

too late. 

Conflict resolution

There there has been a lot of work on conflict resolution over the last few

decades. Some universities give degrees in it and much research has been

done on its roots and causes. Various organisations are now working to

reduce tensions in troublespots around the world; others are working at the

level of the community or the family.

There are some basic principles to be learned from all this work – first,

from a few concrete examples.

Navajo peacemaking
2

The Navajo Nation in the southwestern United States is a

self-governing nation that operates within state legal

systems, a ‘nation within a nation’. It has a process of

conflict resolution “taken directly from the traditional

methods of dispute resolution used throughout the history

of the Navajo people.”

“The Navajo philosophy and system of justice focuses

on healing both the wrongdoer and all the people that may
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have been affected – directly and indirectly. Navajo justice

does not try to punish anyone. … The philosophy of

Navajo beehaz’ aanii teaches that everyone and everything

is connected, so that the actions of one individual affect

many others. Punishment of the individual not only does

not help him or her – it also does nothing to help the

community.”

The Navajo have a formal process that is used

whenever it it needed. “…the Peacemaker process

transcends the notion of a method of resolving disputes

and becomes a powerful tool for healing the inner

processes of the individual and the group that contribute

to the production of conflict.”

The Peacemaker process is “based on the Navajo

tradition of ‘talking things out’. What Westerners would

call a mediator is the “Naat’ aanii” or “one who speaks

wisely and well”, who may come out of the Peacemaker

Division or may be chosen by the parties involved. He/she

is a member of the community, and may be related to the

people in conflict or affected by the conflict. 

The stages in the peacemaking process are:

• laying the groundwork

• the opening prayer

• defining the problem – includes allowing “as much

time as it may take for the participants to express their

anger, frustration, and pain.” It also includes reminding

them of their connection to the community. “A

common admonishment on this theme is to tell an
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individual that he or she is “acting as if he/she had no

relatives”.

• creating problem-solving statements

• summarising the session

• commitment and solidarity

• the closing prayer.

Here's an example: the case of the families who weren’t fooled. 

“A young Navajo woman sued a man for paternity.

When they got into court, the woman said, ‘He’s the

father.’ The man said, ‘No, I’m not.’ The judge sent the

case to Navajo peacemaker court. The peacemaker sent

notice to the man’s and woman’s families, and they went to

the peacemaking. During the peacemaking, they stopped

the ‘He is/I’m not’ talk. The families knew what had been

going on all the time and said, ‘We’re going to talk about

what to do about our child.

The young man didn’t have a job, and couldn’t afford

to pay child support. The woman, who lived in a rural

area, relied on firewood for heat and cooking fuel. The

families agreed that the young man should supply

firewood to the woman until he could pay child support.

By involving the child’s family, the discussion turned

from paternity to a practical discussion of how to solve a

problem. There was no question about paternity – and no

need for blood tests – because Navajo families know what

their children are doing. They also know what is best for

their grandchildren .”
3
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There are several important points to draw from this example.

The people involved in the conflict are part of a community that is

important to them. They don’t want to be thought badly of or to be

excluded from the community. So those principally involved are motivated

to try to work towards resolution and the others concerned have a strong

influence upon them. 

The principals and the peacemakers share a view that it is important to

heal all concerned. The process of peacemaking is one of healing rather

than of punishment, reducing the likelihood that an offender will simply

withdraw into bitter isolation only to re-offend again later.

The peacemaking process is essentially a communication process. It

allows all concerned to express their views and feelings. They recognise the

importance of acknowledging the strong emotions which play a key part in

maintaining conflict.

Conflict resolution in Ladakh
4

“A concern not to offend or upset one another is deeply

rooted in Ladakhi society; people avoid situations that

might lead to friction or conflict. When someone

transgresses this unwritten law, …extreme tolerance is the

response. And yet, concern for community doesn’t have the

oppressive effect on the individual that one might have

imagined. On the contrary, I am now convinced that being

a part of a close-knit community provides a profound sense

of security.

In traditional Ladakh, aggression of any sort is

exceptionally rare: rare enough to say that it is virtually

non-existent.”
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“One means of ensuring a lack of friction in traditional

Ladakh society is something I call the ‘spontaneous

intermediary’. As soon as any sort of difference arises

between two parties, a third party is there to act as arbiter.

Whatever the circumstances, whoever is involved, an

intermediary always seems to be on hand. It happens

automatically, without any prompting; the intermediary is

not consciously sought and can be anyone who happens to

be around; it might be an older sister or a neighbour, or

just a passing stranger. I remember watching a five-year-old

settling a squabble between two of his friends in this way.

They listened to him willingly. The feeling that peace is

better than conflict is so deeply ingrained that people turn

automatically to a third party.”

“Traditional Ladakhi villages are run democratically…

disparities in wealth are minimal. …Many activities that

would otherwise require the whole village to sit down and

draw up plans – like the painting of the village monastery

or arrangements for Losar (New Year) – have been worked

out many generations ago and are now done by rotation.

Nonetheless, sometimes matters have to be decided on a

village level. Larger villages are divided up into chutsos, or

groups of ten houses, each of which has at least one

representative on the village council. This body meets

periodically throughout the year and is presided over by

the goba, or village head.

The goba is usually appointed by rotation. If the whole

village wants to keep him on, he may hold his position for
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many years, but otherwise after a year or so, the job will

pass on to another householder. One of the goba’s jobs is to

act as adjudicator. Though arguments are unusual, from

time to time some differences of opinion arise that need

settling.”

“Before coming to Ladakh, I had always thought that

the best judges were the ones who were in no way

connected with the individuals they were judging…but

having lived in Ladakh for many years, I have had to

change my mind. …when people settling disputes are

intimately acquainted with the parties involved, their

judgement is not prejudiced; on the contrary, this very

closeness helps them to make fairer and sounder decisions.”

“In the traditional Ladakhi village, people have much

control over their own lives… rather than being at the

mercy of faraway, inflexible bureaucracies and fluctuating

markets. …Ladakhis have been fortunate enough to

inherit a society in which the good of the individual is not

in conflict with that of the whole community; one person’s

gain is not another person’s loss. Ladakhis are aware that

helping others is in their own interest. …Mutual aid rather

than competition shapes the economy. It is, in other

words, a synergistic society.”

Again, a sense of community and an understanding of its importance are

deeply ingrained in the culture, as are mechanisms for dealing with and

avoiding conflict in its earliest stages. The ‘spontaneous intermediaries’ are

a particularly important example of this.
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The description of the fictional Pinecone Network in Chapter 3

included similar features. Everyone is part of various communities that are

important to them and in which they see that their own good is not in

conflict with that of others. Dealing with conflicts is seen as an essential

part of society and is a basic part of every child’s education. In terms of the

concepts in the last chapter, conflict resolution works well where the people

in conflict have a large shared View, and where part of that View is the

importance of conflict resolution.

Conflict escalation among the Jalé of New Guinea
5

This is a contrasting example – of a culture which doesn’t

have such extensive conflict resolving institutions. The Jalé

people live in the Central Mountains of Western New

Guinea (and are not to be confused with the Fore of New

Guinea described in Chapter 5). They have a culture

without the well-ordered, healing conflict resolution of the

examples so far.

“In the absence of political and judicial offices, self-

help – often in the form of violent retaliation – is an

institutionalised method of conflict resolution when

negotiation fails. …[A] skirmish may mark the beginning

of a round of battles and retaliatory raids lasting for weeks,

months and even years.”

Koch gives an example of a dispute between a father

and son that started in 1959. The son returned from a

trading trip bringing pandanus kernels that he shared with

his father and brothers. The father thought he had been

given the less delicious marginal parts of the fruit and an
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argument followed. The next day, the son was still angry

and didn’t invite his father to a meal of fruit from a tree the

father had given him. The father was so angry at this that

he cut down the tree and two others.

The next day the argument erupted again, with more

people present. Several arrows were shot, and one hit the

son in the thigh. Subsequently, the dispute spread to the

villages of the two men and escalated into a war. On the

third day of fighting a man was killed. In a later battle a

second person was killed and one group of people was

driven from their land by the other. An uneasy truce

existed for a few years, but in 1964 more fighting broke

out.

The Jalé have customs and views of justice which regularly lead to spirals

of conflict escalation. When conflict arises there is no attempt by the

parties involved or anyone else to help create a shared view. If we were to

make a naive judgement of human nature by looking at the Jalé culture we

would come to a very different conclusion than if we looked at the Navajo

or Ladakhis. But by looking at the different ways in which conflict is

handled in these cultures we can see that these result in a different way in

which human nature appears to be expressed in different cultures. It is not

the case that escalating conflict is a built-in feature of human nature.

Unfortunately, in our modern world, cultures in which conflict

resolution is an intimate part of their way of living are quite rare. We are

much more like the Jalé than the Ladakhis. We have a very ambiguous view

of conflict. At some levels, conflict is institutionalised and encouraged. 

An effective modern democracy is expected to have a strong opposition
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that has a reasonable chance of ousting the party in power. An effective

politician is expected to disagree with the opposing party and find fault

with them at every opportunity. It is considered reasonable that a law can

be passed by a majority of as little as one, that a party with a very small

majority should impose its views on a minority that may be nearly as large.

Going for consensus, seeking solutions that genuinely satisfy all sides, is

not part of the normal political vocabulary.

In economic terms, conflict in the form of competition is considered

the hallmark of effective behaviour. Too little competition is considered

undesirable, whether it is because a small number of firms dominate the

market, or because a service is provided only by the government. The word

‘competitive’ is often used as a general-purpose virtue, where what is really

meant is efficient and well organised. The underlying assumption is that

competition is needed to overcome an inherent conflict of interests

between an organisation and those it is meant to serve. Without

competition, the organisation would favour its own interests over those of

its customers or clients. To a large extent, this is an artefact of our money-

based economic system, as the next chapter will show. The idea of a local

organisation run jointly by its staff and customers/clients for the benefit of

all is far from the normal reality.

What can we conclude from all of this for the prospects of a peaceful

society? Mainly that a peaceful society is not just something which will or

won’t happen by itself. It can come out of an understanding of conflict,

what causes it, and how it can be resolved before it gets out of hand.

Conflict can be destructive or it can be extremely creative, depending upon

how it is handled. Moreover, a peaceful society cannot be created by

superficial action. Peace needs to have its roots deep within a society’s

political and economic structure.
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Resolving major world conflicts

The examples of the Navajo and Ladakh in the previous section indicate

some of the necessary conditions for effective conflict resolution: 

• that the parties concerned need to be part of a larger community with

influence over them and which seeks to keep conflict under control 

• that there are always third parties available to help resolve conflict when

it arises.

One of the world’s most serious conflicts, between the Israelis and the

Palestinians, demonstrates further lessons. This conflict is deeply

entrenched and bitter, yet it has come a long way in the last 50 years or so.

There are now the beginnings of an autonomous Palestinian state, and

there is an official peace process, albeit very easily and often derailed. Some

of the most difficult issues, such as the status of Jerusalem, are at least under

discussion now whereas they were once beyond the pale.

The following includes extracts from a book by two people who have

been involved at close quarters.
6

Bassam Abu-Sharif is a Palestinian who

changed from being an active terrorist/freedom fighter (depending upon

your perspective) to leading the internal Palestinian struggle to start the

peace process. Uzi Mahnaimi is an Israeli who was an intelligence officer

and became a journalist working for a peaceful settlement.

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict  

From the Palestinian point of view, the Israelis have

expelled most of them from their land, and through their

settlements are continuing to do so. The Palestinian’s

violence is a reaction of despair, which, although arguably
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self-destructive, they see as desperately defensive.

Bassam: “Until the Zionists came, the Abu-Sharif

family had lived in Jerusalem for the better part of 500

years.”

From the Israeli point of view, the Arabs are living in

land which was historically Jewish. This is the only place

where they can be safe from the persecutions they suffered

in the past. If the Arabs would only let them be, there

would be no problems. But if not, they will show that they

cannot just be slaughtered as in the Holocaust. The Israelis

retaliate strongly to any attack on them. They see this as

entirely defensive.

Uzi: “Gideon [Uzi’s father] reached manhood with one

very strong conviction: that to survive as a Jew meant

learning how to defend yourself – to the death.”

The two sides have entirely different world views, in

which the other side is demonised. Many, perhaps most,

members of each community have almost no contact with

the other. 

A Palestinian explains: “I grew up in Gaza hating all

Jews, believing that they were bloodsuckers, that they had

robbed me of my land, my rights and my freedom and that

they killed my fellow men. That was before I met my first

Jew.”
7

Uzi: “I knew nothing of the Arabs except that they

were all demons. …Like all Israelis, I had been brought up

in the Arab-entirely-wrong/Israeli-entirely-right school of

history. … The dislike and distrust imparted by this
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teaching was compounded by the almost total lack of

contact between the two communities. …Most people in

Israel know nothing about Arab people, and care less. They

have no Arab friends. …They think themselves superior in

every way to the Arabs.”

In the January, 2001 election, "The despair and

anxiety that possessed the Israeli public – and the total lack

of awareness of Palestinian pain and suffering – are what

has put Sharon in power".
8

Neither side has any sense of

the other as 'ordinary people just trying to get on with

their lives', the way they see themselves.

From the point of view of someone sympathetic to

both sides, they seem like cousins who have much in

common, but have fallen out. There is an ongoing cycle

whereby violence on one side creates a violent reaction on

the other side that creates another violent reaction, and so

on. They react with shock at each new ‘outrage’ from the

other side as more evidence to confirm that the others are

truly demons. Yet neither side sees what they are doing as

connected to what the other is doing to them. Both sides

believe that the other side will respond only to force. 

Both sides are traumatised and drained of resources by

the war effort and the destruction. The chairman of the

Gaza Community Mental Health Programme says that

‘martyrs’ (‘suicide bombers’ to the Israelis) almost without

exception had suffered severe trauma as children–watched

their parents killed or humiliated or their homes

destroyed–and felt they had to combat their sense of
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helplessness and victimisation on behalf of their nation.
9

Very few on either side can really envisage the

prospects of true peace. Yet a unified Middle East, with its

oil wealth added to Israeli technical and industrial ability

could be a world power to reckon with.

Bassam: “Peace should not mean only the end of war.

At the same time it must mean the development of joint

economic, social and political programmes. Israel could

never fully become a part of the Middle East unless and

until it made peace with the Palestinians. …It is through a

self-governing Palestinian state… that Israelis will

eventually drive to shop in the Souq al-Hamadiyyeh, the

magical ancient central market in Damascus.”

There is a lot to be learned from this example, which applies to very many

other human conflicts. First, there are two communities which are at the

same time intimately connected and yet with very limited understanding

of each other. Thus each can build up a view of the other’s motivations

which the other would totally reject. Each community, within itself, is

continually regenerating that false view of the other community. Strong

emotions stop both sides from even considering the View of the other side. 

What of the larger community that (as in the Najaho or Ladakh

examples) might have helped resolve the conflict? The world community

was polarised by the Cold War until the 1990s and so its efforts at peace-

making were largely seen as biased. It is not surprising that what progress

has been made has come since the Cold War ended. However, most of the

efforts in the peace process seem to be aimed at looking for compromises

and then putting intense pressure on both sides to accept them.
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From an eGaian perspective, the way to resolve the conflict is not

simply to look for some compromise formula. Rather it is to start by

breaking down the two communities’ false views of each other. Some large-

scale cultural equivalent of the basic communications cycle described in the

last chapter is needed to help people to come to understand each others’

Views (ie from each other’s perspective). As Uzi Mahnaimi said:

“Encountering the Arabs as human beings, I felt my entrenched antipathy

to them waning slightly. It was the first stirring of a different kind of

consciousness in me… .”
10

He subsequently used his position as a

journalist to try to instil some understanding of the Palestinians through

information he gained from Bassam Abu-Sharif. 

There are various organisations that are taking just such an approach to

conflict resolution on an international scale. For example, Search for

Common Ground,
11

an NGO with “activities on four continents and

offices in nine countries”, functions "as social entrepreneurs who design

and implement innovative ways to reframe issues and solve problems.”

Their activities include mediation and facilitation, dialogue workshops,

inter-ethnic media projects, conflict-resolution training, arts projects,

children’s kindergartens, and reduction of stereotypes. 

In the Middle East they published "simultaneously in nine newspapers

from Istanbul to Tel Aviv to Tunis, with authors’ interviews broadcast on

BBC Arabic Service… a collection of articles by leading academics,

intellectuals, and journalists from seven Arab countries, Israel, and Turkey,

presenting a variety of visions of life in the Middle East in the year 2020…

For probably the first time, mass audiences throughout the Middle East

were exposed, in an uncensored fashion and in their own languages, to

what other thinkers in the region envisage and aspire to for their collective

future.”
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Search for Common Ground have done work in Sierra Leone, the US,

South Africa and Macedonia, where they say “this collective effort was not

sufficient to stop the latest violence. However, we strongly believe that our

activities were one factor in preventing the recent fighting from

deteriorating into outright civil war, and we remain encouraged that

Macedonia has not broken apart.” 

One of the projects for Macedonia was a children’s TV programme

called Nashe Maalo, which features a cast of children representing each of

the four ethnicities – ethnic Albanian, Macedonian, Roma (Gypsy) and

Turkish. It “aims to bridge the cultural divide by offering children a

window into each other's lives and by modelling positive strategies for

coping with conflict. The program's stories seek to help children appreciate

their differences as well as the values they share.” 

So this organisation’s work is based on communication which enables

people to understand each other and which explicitly develops skills at

conflict resolution. They say, “All our tools are variations of one core

method, as described by African National Congress leader Andrew

Masondo:  "Understand the differences; act on the commonalities.”

Techniques for conflict resolution

Conflict is an inescapable part of our daily lives. … Learning how to

deal with conflicts effectively is increasingly an essential life skill

needed by every person and every group…
12
. 

Unlike the Navajo or the Ladakhis, most modern cultures do not have

techniques and principles of conflict resolution at the heart of their culture.

However, we do have many specialists with a great deal of skill and

experience of handling conflict at many levels – in families and schools, in
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communities, in international relationships. A peaceful, sustainable eGaian

culture will need to learn from these specialists and spread these skills much

more widely. A number of these specialists have written popular, well-

respected books. 

Dudley Weeks has worked on peacemaking and civil rights around the

world and in many communities. His book, The Eight Essential Steps to

Conflict Resolution
13

is an excellent introduction to communication-based

conflict resolution. His starting point is that conflict is a natural outgrowth

of diversity among people, not something to be feared and avoided. It can

be seen as an opportunity to strengthen a relationship and to learn

something new. Of course conflict can be damaging and disruptive and can

absorb all of the conflicting party’s energies, to the cost of everything else

they are trying to do, but that doesn’t have to be the case.

Weeks is clear about approaches to conflict resolution that are

ineffective. These include ‘the conquest approach’ in which one party tries

to dominate and overcome the other, ‘the avoidance approach’ in which the

parties pretend the conflict doesn’t exist, and ‘the bargaining approach’ in

which a temporary solution is found which doesn’t satisfy anyone.

The origins of conflict come from diversity. “Diversity is a healthy

aspect of human society. Diversity can open up possibilities, challenge us

to consider alternatives, and keep us from allowing ourselves to stagnate.

We need to celebrate diversity, not fear it or perceive it as a threat.”
14

Diversity leads to differing needs, and “discord arises when one or both

parties ignore needs… that [the other] define as essential”. Sometimes, one

party may be ignoring their own needs, which can also allow conflict to

fester.

A crucial point here is that needs can be understood only as defined by

each party for themselves. “People interpret reality differently. …people
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can have different perceptions about how and why the event happened and

what the event means. Some of these differing perceptions may actually

be… misperceptions; but if the perceiver believes the misperceptions are

true, in effect, they become reality to that person.”

Power is another “essential ingredient of conflict”, and Weeks presents

ways to use power constructively. Other essential ingredients are the role of

values and principles, and the feelings and emotions of those involved in

the conflict.

The basis of Weeks’ approach is what he calls ‘the conflict partnership

process’. It “establishes a foundation on which the people or groups

involved in a conflict can transform the adversarial, combative I-versus-you

pattern usually found in conflict into a healthy attitude, one in which the

tone is: We are working together to improve our relationship and to deal

with our differences.”

This is consistent with the approach used by Search for Common

Ground in the Middle East, or by Bassam and Uzi. They are not just

seeking compromises that both sides can accept, but are trying to build

mutual understanding, looking towards a vision of a relationship between

Israelis and Palestinians in which both sides see the true benefits of peace.

You A nice goal, but not an easy one.

Me I don’t think anyone involved in conflict resolution believes it

is easy. People can be very attached to their conflicts. Strong

emotions block their view of their opponents’ needs, and of

the possibility of positive outcomes. What is important is to

understand what works. Conflict resolution might become

easy if we ever get to stage where is has become deeply

engrained in our culture, as in Ladakh. That should be our

goal.
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Weeks’ Eight Essential Steps

1 Create an effective atmosphere – one that promotes partnership and

problem solving.

2 Clarify perceptions – both sides need to understand the other’s position,

even if they don’t agree with it. Emotions are legitimate and should be

acknowledged. Use ‘I – Statements’ to tell the other how you feel,

rather than ‘You – Statements’ that blame. Assert your needs without

attacking the other.

3 Focus on individual and shared needs – Each side should acknowledge

the legitimate needs of the other side, as well as those of their own,

distinguish between real needs and secondary desires and identify the

other's core goals they can support. Both should realise that they need

one another to successfully resolve conflicts.

4 Build shared positive power – this promotes building together and

strengthening partnerships, rather than imposing the will of one on the

other.

5 Look to the future, then learn from the past – Images of a positive future

relationship can provide motivation to move forward. The past is there

to learn from. Forgiveness makes a large difference and may be the key

to moving forward.

6 Generate options – Often, both sides will be set in entrenched positions,

but with a little creativity, many more options will appear. 

7 Develop stepping stones to action – "Do-ables are specific acts that stand

a good chance of success, meet some individual and shared needs, and

depend upon positive power, usually shared power, to be

implemented”.
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8 Make mutual benefit agreements. Avoid win-lose solutions that damage

the long-term relationship. Look for solutions that benefit both sides

and that build the relationship.

Another good book is Getting to Yes, Negotiating an agreement without

giving in, by Roger Fisher, William Ury and Bruce Patton.
15 

The authors

are directors of the Harvard Negotiation Project, with experience ranging

from family settings, labour disputes, ethnic conflicts and international

conflicts. Their approach has a similar feel to that of Weeks, but their

emphasis is somewhat different. Their overall stance is to avoid bargaining

over positions. Always look for the underlying needs of both parties.

The Getting to Yes method's four main parts:

1 Separate the people from the problem. Issues of personality and especially

personality clashes often get intertwined with the problem and need to

be separated. Often they result from people’s misperceptions of each

other, which need to be resolved.

2 Focus on interests, not positions. People often stand on entrenched

positions that are irreconcilable. However, by looking at the interests

they have that underlie their positions, it may be possible to find

sympathy and common ground.

3 Invent options for mutual gain – very similar to Weeks’ ‘do-ables’.

4 Insist on using objective criteria. The main idea here is to find some

criteria other than simply the will of one of the sides. Is there any

external basis for deciding what to do that both sides could accept as

objective?
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You Both of these approaches assume that both sides are

reasonable and want to reach a solution. What do you do if

one side has much greater power and refuses to negotiate?

Me I don’t think either book makes that assumption, although

my simplified summaries may give that impression. Certainly

it is very much easier if both parties genuinely want a

solution. Here is where a larger community helps a lot.

Nonetheless, both books suggest ways to help overcome

entrenched resistance and power. 

Summary on conflict resolution

Conflict is a natural part of life and arises from diversity and from

differences in perspective. It can be seen as an opportunity to learn from

those differences and to find ways of transcending them. The result can be

a broader and more adaptive vision.

Conflict resolution is essentially a process of communication. Its

essence is that the parties in conflict come to understand each other’s

positions and feel empathy for each other. This often includes an

appreciation of each other’s emotional states – anger, fear, pain or whatever.

It may include apologies for harm done and forgiveness for injuries

received. 

Conflict resolution is a process of healing the damage done on all sides,

with the result being a restoration of a constructive relationship or the

creation of one. Positive steps to build that relationship are an essential part

of the process.

When the parties in conflict are part of a larger community with

influence upon them, conflicts are much more easily resolved. This is
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especially so if the community can provide people to mediate and help with

the healing process.

This approach to conflict resolution is very different to the mainstream

attitudes of most modern societies. Conflict is more often approached

through the imposition of force, so that the most powerful prevails, or

through punishment and imprisonment. If we are to build a peaceful,

sustainable Earth, we will need to let go of our current attitudes towards

conflict. An appreciation of the creative power of conflict and a thorough

grounding in ways of handling it constructively need to be built into our

culture and our educational systems. Any group or organisation which is

serious about building a more peaceful, sustainable lifestyle must take the

process and techniques of conflict resolution very seriously.
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A CO-OPERATIVE ECONOMY

If there is to be any chance of creating a peaceful, sustainable world, its

economy will have to be very different from at present. It will need to be a

co-operative economy. Our money-based, globalised, competitive free-

market economy is central to why modern human society is functioning as

a global cancer. It is what enables us to live while disconnected from the

natural world and from each other. This is not the conventional wisdom:

you won’t hear many politicians or business leaders saying that the basic

structure of our economy is a problem – but  very many people do agree.

Many books have been written about this
1

and there are many initiatives

involved.

This is possibly the biggest challenge facing humanity: Is a co-operative

economy possible? What might it be like? Can we use our current

understanding and our new communications technologies to create

economic structures that support the health of the Earth and of humanity? 
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Recent initiatives in this direction include various forms of local or

complementary currencies, community banks and micro-finance

initiatives, ethical and fair traded products, ethical investment, social loan

funds and co-operatives of all kinds. Earlier attempts to create a more co-

operative economy include the Israeli kibbutzim, the British co-operative

movement, and of course the 19th and 20th century socialist and

communist movements.
2

The popularity of these initiatives shows a great yearning for ways to

get around the problems of a money-based, competitive economy. This

chapter supports that yearning by using a communications-oriented

perspective to clarify the problems of the present economy, to show some

of the limitations of present initiatives, and to describe the principles of a

genuinely co-operative economy.

It is very hard to see through our modern economy to the roots of its

problems, because we are so immersed in it and it has grown to its present

form over such a long period of time. Thus some of the more popular

solutions do not get to those roots. For example, there are proposals for

changing the tax system to include environmental costs.
3

Another

alternative is government regulation: “It is regulation rather than taxation

that more efficiently improves the market.”
4

These proposals are unlikely

to be implemented in a strong enough form to make much difference –

witness the difficulties getting approval of the Kyoto agreement limiting

carbon dioxide emissions. Moreover, if they were implemented, they

wouldn't solve the problems to anything like the extent their proponents

believe, as will be clear by the end of this chapter.

The fictional example of Pinecone Network (in Chapter 3) went well

beyond tax changes or government regulation, with a co-operative,

moneyless economy. The examples of co-operative economies of earlier
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societies in Chapter 5 were also radically different. But the creative arts

camps provide more immediate examples of the principles on which

Pinecone Network was based

You You mentioned these at the end of the Preface, where you

gave your background, but I didn’t realise that they were

actually Utopian economies.

Me They're not, but they do show how normal western people

from a conventional competitive economy behave when they

are in a setting that evokes co-operation.

Co-operation in the creative arts camp
5

At the creative arts camp, about 500 people get together each year to camp

in a field for 10 days to learn music, dance, and creative arts, and to live

together while doing so. From the start, the organisers created an

expectation of community, but this evolved over the years as the camps

developed their own culture and ways of doing things. From the second

year onwards, about a third of the people who came to each camp were new

and absorbed the culture from old timers.

People arrived at the event bringing tents, teepees, yurts or other

structures, expecting to camp with other people. When they arrived they

found that the field was laid out with a series of large circles about 50 feet

across, mown into the grass. At the centre of each circle was a firepit – a

shallow depression where the sod was carefully removed and placed at the

edge of the field to be replaced when the camp was finished. The

assumption was that people would camp with their tents facing the fire and

cook communally on it. (There was also a camp café, but mostly people ate

in their circles.) Camping circles could accommodate between 20 and 40
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people. (No-one was forced to camp in one of these circles. Most chose to,

but once in a while people went off and camped on their own.) At various

points around the field were piles of firewood, and also scrap wood of

various sorts which people could use to build structures and furniture for

their circle.

People tended to camp with friends and often tried to plan in advance

whom they would camp with. But, since everyone wanted space for their

friends, and each had an overlapping but slightly different group of friends,

and there were always some newcomers, it never quite worked out as

planned. Usually there were some circles where many people knew each

other well and others where people were mostly strangers when they

arrived. 

Spontaneous co-operation As the culture grew over the years, people learned

ways of making camp life comfortable for themselves. People would arrive

bringing cooking equipment and food for the communal kitchen. Often

people would arrive with prepared food for the whole circle – perhaps a

large casserole or stew – so that people busy setting up on the first evening

would have a meal. Some would gather and chop wood, then build the fire

while others organised the meal.

Within the first day or two, people would gather bits of scrap wood

and build rough benches for sitting around the fire, tables and shelves for

storing food, and shelters from the sun and rain. Each circle was uniquely

decorated, with flags, archways, candles, etc.

Normally, people would fend for themselves at breakfast and

lunchtime (taking food from the communal kitchen) but have a communal

meal in the evening. There were different ways of arranging who would

cook each day. Sometimes a circle would work out a rota, but often people

would volunteer one evening for the next day. Sometimes the cooks would
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go shopping during the day to buy the food for that night’s meal, and pay

for it themselves (on the assumption that if everyone cooked some time, it

would more or less even itself out). Sometimes people would chip in to a

common circle fund to pay for food.

All the campers, from teenagers up, were expected to put in a half day

of work (in a 10-day camp) for the benefit of the camp as a whole. Some

would help in the children’s area, others would clean the toilets daily, some

would work in the café, look after the shower and sauna area, or take out

the recycling. This minimised the 'staff' needed, and people felt a strong

sense of ownership of the camp and responsibility for its condition.

The camp as an economy As people at the camps were doing things for each

other in quite a systematic and organised way, it is possible to think of the

camps as a sort of economy. It's clearly very different from the normal,

competitive economy. 

Clearly the tasks people did – chopping wood, cooking, cleaning the

toilets – were done because they were needed or desired and not for money.

The pressure to work came from clear need and a desire to be seen as a

useful part of the group. Each task was part of an ongoing relationship. You

might cook one day and chop wood another day, and you would expect

that everyone else would be doing something to contribute. The camp

economy presumes a high degree of trust that you will receive in return for

your contributions. (In the competitive economy no ongoing relationship

is assumed. Each transaction is complete in itself. You receive something

and you pay for it; you give something and get paid for it. As human

societies became more complex, people began to deal more and more with

people who were not part of their own community, with strangers whom

they might not trust. Money made these dealings possible.)
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As people’s camp contributions were based on need and desire as part

of a community, rather than money, they were naturally controlled.

Chopping twice as much wood didn’t get you twice as much food. The

amount of wood you chopped was determined by the need for wood at the

moment and your own inclination to chop it. If the evening was warm and

there was less need for a fire, people chopped less wood. No one would

dream of convincing people to build more and bigger fires so they could

chop more and more wood. 

The people who kept the toilets cleaned had no motivation to

encourage people to use their toilets more. Their motivation was based on

taking pride in their contribution, plus the knowledge that their friends

would be annoyed with them if they didn’t do a good job. A job that might

seem unpleasant actually became fun when done only in small doses and

with a group of friends.

In the conventional economy, most people need to work in order to be

able to consume. (There are many exceptions: inherited wealth, income

from investments, fees and royalties from earlier work, income from

crime.) Working for money thus loses this natural control. Production

becomes desirable and necessary for its own sake, so long as it can bring in

money. There is no natural limit to the amount of money you can have,

and thus no limit to the desirable amount of production. 

In the conventional economy it is sensible for a producer to convince

people to want their products, to distort needs and wants in their favour.

If you can convince people to buy your product because it is fashionable or

because you can prey on their insecurities, your business will do well. If you

can convince people to buy shoddy goods without them realising it, you

can become rich. In the camp economy such strategies would be an

obvious nonsense. 
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This is the sense in which the competitive economy is upside-down.

Doing things for money rather than directly to satisfy needs and desires

distorts production and loses all natural controls. It means there is a built-

in conflict between the needs of the producer  and what is desirable from

a larger viewpoint .

The camp economy is not a form of barter. People don’t clean toilets in

exchange for childcare or food. In barter, there is the sense that, for each

transaction, what you get has the same value (or more) as what you give.

You may bargain to try to make that happen. Barter is a form of balanced

exchange. In the camps there is no fixed price for a job or a service,

independent of who is giving or receiving, as in the competitive world.

People don’t try to get a better deal at the expense of others.

In the camp economy there is a more generalised sense of giving and

receiving. People give as part of a contribution to a group of people who

they have come to care about, and who are also giving to them. It makes

sense to contribute because everyone receives so much from the group.

There is a sense of balance, but it is much looser. Some people may like to

build camp furniture, others may like to cook while some prefer to do the

washing up. There is no attempt to force an equality to contributions

which are not really comparable. The camp economy is based upon

generalised exchange rather than balanced exchange.

It also became clear to many that trying to create a balance wasn't

worth the effort and could create conflict. Formal cooking rotas to ensure

all circle members did the same amount were difficult to arrange. People

didn't know days in advance whether they would be free or would be at a

workshop. Often people who weren't scheduled to cook but were around

would help out anyway while some who were scheduled to cook wouldn't

turn up. Collecting money in advance to pay for the day's food shopping
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to make sure everyone paid the same amount was also difficult. How do

you find everyone? Some were much poorer than others and would prefer

to pay only for more basic meals. It was much easier and less contentious

for the cooks to buy the food they cooked and just assume that it more or

less worked out reasonably over the period of the camp.

No two contributions to a camping circle could be the same, just as no

two people are the same. There is no way in which they could be ‘equal’.

Some people do a great deal more than others, and are appreciated for it.

It was rare for adults to choose to do as little as they could, unless they were

ill. Adults who appeared to be contributing too much might be gently

encouraged to relax more. Giving and receiving in a context where people

know each other and care about each other takes into account individual

differences and appreciates them.

You So everybody was really well-behaved at the camps and no-

one tried to get away with as little as they could?

Me These are just ordinary people. There was the usual sprinkling

of difficult people and scandalous stories, but it's also true

that the circumstances brought out the best in most people.

Mostly, those people trying to get away with doing very little

were teenagers, who were generally treated with amused

tolerance (a little less so by their own parents). And, over the

years of the camps, the teenage sub-culture changed too,

affected by the camp culture, so that they did make some very

useful contributions.

You But the modern competitive world isn’t like the camps. There

is no “ongoing relationship and community”. That is why I

think you are so idealistic.
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Me That is just the point I am trying to make. Our challenge is

not just to reform our current economic system, but to

attempt to grow a new economy within the old, based upon

ongoing relationship and community. It takes a big leap of

imagination but now, at last, we have the technology and the

ideas to do it. The personal benefits of being part of that kind

of community are huge. People would weep at the end of the

camps when they had to leave because there was so little of it

in their everyday lives. And the dangers of not doing it are the

inevitable outcomes of humanity as a global cancer. So why

not go for it, far fetched as it may seem?

The example of the camp economy overcomes the most fundamental

objections to our money-based, globalised competitive economy. They are

the differences between an economy in which people’s goals and interests

are the same or consistent, and an economy in which their goals are set

against one another, the difference between co-operation and competition.

In the camp economy people come to feel that they are part of a larger

group which is supporting and looking after them. They feel cared for and

appreciated. That is why they are so sorry to leave. 

Characteristics of a co-operative economy

Chapter 2 identified four key issues as the problems of a competitive,

money-based economy:

• the wrong goals

• the problems with balanced exchange

• misused and misleading information

• inherent instability.
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It is now possible to develop the basic principles of a co-operative economy

that doesn't suffer from those problems – drawing on the example of the

camp economy and the principles that were implicit in the description of

the Pinecone Network in Chapter 3. 

You Are you saying that the Pinecone Network should be a

blueprint for your 'peaceful, sustainable Earth'?

Me Not really. I'm sure that, if humanity does move towards a

peaceful, sustainable Earth, the solutions that come up will be

as varied as there are human cultures. As co-operative

solutions, they can co-exist comfortably. The Pinecone

Network story is what I, with my particular background,

think would be a desirable way of doing it. People with

different backgrounds will surely find other ways that overlap

with this vision, but may differ in many ways. My solutions

are there to help people think through their own solutions.
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To start with, there is very much in the modern economy that could

continue. Any changeover will be easier and more successful if it is a rapid

evolution rather than a revolution. Most production, distribution and

services would be done largely on a professional, well-organised basis. This

is not an 'everybody bakes their own bread, makes their own sandals, builds

their own house' vision, although there might be more of people doing

things for themselves and a higher proportion done on a craft basis rather

than on a mass-production basis. The skill and efficiency that comes when

things are done by people with training, experience and the right tools will

be as vital in the future as it is now. 

The modern economy is made up of organisations of different sizes,

from local firms to large corporations with many branches, perhaps world

wide. An eGaian co-operative economy would also have a diversity of

organisations.. But they would be co-operating, not competing.

The appeal of the free market is its freedom, the autonomy of its

components. Individuals and organisations can operate as they see best, as

understood from their own perspectives. The eGaian version retains that

freedom. It does not impose a central control, but rather changes the

relationship from competition to co-operation. It is a self-organising free

market based upon individuals and organisations appreciating the

advantages of co-operation and mutual support. 

In the Pinecone Network there are several examples of organisations

that have evolved from competitive origins to co-operative operation.

Apple Transport was originally a conventional car showroom and garage.

Pinecone Plastics was part of a multi-national corporation that had

undergone a metamorphosis, like a caterpillar becoming a butterfly. 
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The right goals: a ‘best match’ economy

A change of relationship from competitive to co-operative is a change of

goals. Being co-operative with someone simply means having goals that are

consistent, mutually re-enforcing. It means doing things for each other's

benefit, looking after each other, to at least some degree, and appreciating

the benefits of that.

A co-operative economy can be a 'best match' economy, (rather than a

'most profit' economy) which means that players seek to provide a best

match between supply and demand, taking into account the health of the

environment. In the Pinecone Supermarket, the challenge for Gerry was to

match the needs of his regular customers to what was available from his

suppliers, based upon information he received from both sides, all of whom

he knew reasonably well.

You But surely matching supply and demand is what most

businesses do now, although perhaps without 'taking into

account the health of the environment'.

Me To a certain extent, especially for those business people who

take their jobs seriously and want to provide a good service.

The problem is that financial pressures often get in the way.

They need to encourage demand, not match it; push it in the

direction which makes them the most money etc. The

challenge for a co-operative economy is to find ways to

organise exchange so that the best match principle is the main

goal of businesses, without financial pressures to distort it. I

am sure that most business people would prefer it that way, if

they thought it possible.

Elderberry Farm in Pinecone Network was another example of 'best match

principles. Elvis had to balance a whole range of considerations, starting
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with the health and productivity of his land, the needs of his customers as

passed to him through the supermarket and directly, and what his staff and

workers were willing to do. In his case, he had to find ways of encouraging

people to come and work on his land.

You So it looks like advertising comes back in a different form.

Me No. Pinecone Network isn't an upside-down economy where

producers try to influence demand. It is the other way

around. Given that people want things, it is up to those who

are organising their production to convince people to do the

necessary work. It may be necessary to find ways of making

the less inviting types of work more attractive (in contrast to

the present, when less inviting types of work are often forced

upon the poor).

Without the distorting effect of financial pressures, all sorts of cultural act-

ivities can take their rightful place as a full part of social goals, part of the best

match equation. Cultural activities function to keep people's goals aligned.

They are vital parts of the social glue that keeps a community together and

creates a sense of identity for its member. They shouldn't be extras, which

need to be subsidised by 'real' economic activity as at present. There were

several examples of this in Pinecone Network: Delilah put a lot of time into

her dancing, Conan painted his mural for Watermelon House, Francoise and

Gerry had their sport, and Joline played the flute at Elderberry Farm.

Organisation to enable generalised exchange

In a competitive economy, where people’s goals are set against one another,

trust is an early casualty. A co-operative economy needs that basis of trust.

This can be achieved through a combination of social groupings where

people know each other (like the creative arts camp) and public ratings.
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Thus co-operatives and communities of many sorts are likely to be the

basic social units in a co-operative economy. It is no coincidence that in the

developing world co-operatives are becoming increasingly popular. The

fictional Pinecone Network was one of several such in its area; it had links

with many others.

If co-operatives and communities are the basic units of a co-operative

economy, then networks of co-operatives would be its large scale structure.

While it is impossible for any individual to have direct personal

relationships with very large numbers of people, there is no limit to the

number of indirect personal relationships. If there is no-one in your own

network to provide something you want, you can look elsewhere, but find

that there is always some linkage. In effect, a co-operative world would be

linked by friends of friends of friends… 

With a basis of trust and an ongoing relationship as part of a

community, more generalised exchange becomes possible, as illustrated by

the camp economy. People become willing to give for its own sake to

people whom they know and whom they can see are contributing to their

own welfare. Individual characteristics and needs become part of the

equation. There is no longer the desire to get the most from another and

offer as little as you can get away with.

From competition to co-operation: finding niches

In a competitive market, there are several or many companies making

similar goods or providing similar services, with each trying to get the

biggest market share at the expense of the others. In the co-operative

alternative, the several companies making similar goods would seek to each

be somewhat different than the others. Their goals would not be greatest

market share, but rather to best serve a distinct market of stable customers
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who appreciate what they offer. Instead of competing, organisations would

look for stable niches. 

In many cases, this would be on a geographic basis. As in the natural

world, where animals of the same species would be natural competitors,

they tend to have distinct, well-understood territories.

You But don't animals fight over those territories?

Me Yes they do. They have very limited means of communication.

But usually a fight over territory isn't a fight to the death, it

is a fight until it is clear who will win and then the other

submits. Often this can be determined through posturing or

ritual rather than actual combat. We humans have much

richer possibilities of communication. We can use the

techniques described in the last two chapters to find the best

solution for all concerned.

In Pinecone Network, Apple Transport served its regular customers, whose

needs it came to know in depth. Mostly customers stayed with it because

they appreciated the value of a relationship in which their needs were

understood. They were free to change garages, and sometimes did for some

reason or other. Apple Transport's job was then to learn whatever lesson

they could from that change. 

Once similar firms have distinct niches so that they are no longer in

competition, it becomes possible and desirable for them to co-operate with

each other. They can share their best ideas, as in the Free Software

Movement, so that all can provide the highest standards. They can help

each other during emergencies (such as staff illness) or when one has more

work than it can cope with. All this was illustrated in the description of

Apple Transport's operation.
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In a co-operative economy, where the goal of production is to serve

needs not to make money, the issue of a business cycle simply doesn’t arise.

In the camp economy, if there is less need to chop wood because the

evening is warm, that is a benefit, not a problem. If the demand for a

product is reduced, say because consumers start choosing something else,

or because it can be made to last longer, that is beneficial all around. The

producers don’t have to work as hard and there is less manufacturing and

distribution to affect the environment.

The information that is needed

The camp economy is a very simple one. All the information needed to

organise the camp economy is public and shared by everyone. For the most

part, it is clear to everyone what needs to be done (chopping wood, cooking,

washing up, etc). The ‘costs’ of everything are clear too. If no-one builds a

fire the cooks won’t be able to cook. If no-one cooks, people will be hungry.

If no-one clears up the camping circle, it will be a mess. Everyone

understands how much effort is required to cook or to make a fire.

For a co-operative economy to develop with all the complexity of

modern societies, the crucial ingredient will be its information systems. At

a personal level, people need to know the effects of their consumption. In

the Pinecone Network, Merry had her personal ‘footprint’ and a

‘contributions’ account. They showed her the social and environmental

implications of her consumption and allowed her to compare the number

of hours she contributed to the community with those she received in her

consumption. 

The idea of an ‘environmental footprint’ is a simplified version of the

concept of ‘real cost’ which is the full implications of consuming

something. . The concept of ‘real cost’ is much richer than monetary cost.
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It can be divided into two parts:

• The physical and biological impact of the object What materials are

required to create it and what is their impact upon the natural world

(eg. mining, oil wells, forestry?)  How much energy and how much

water are required in its manufacturing and transport? What are the

environmental effects of manufacturing and transporting it? What is

required to dispose of it when its useful life is over  (ie the results of a

life-cycle analysis as will be described in the next chapter.)?

• The human impact of producing the object How many hours of effort did

it take to produce and distribute it? Under what social conditions was

it produced? 

In the Pinecone Network story the first part of the real costs were

approximated by the ‘ecological footprint’ of a product and the second by

the hours it took to produce.

At present we have no clear understanding of how to present real costs

so that consumers can make informed choices, but there are beginnings.

Green consumer magazines such as Ethical Consumer
6

evaluate products on

a range of issues, including environmental considerations, animal welfare,

effects on people, and ‘extras’ such as political donations and genetic

engineering. There is a rating for several sub-categories of each issue. The

point is to enable consumers to decide to purchase or not on much richer

information than monetary cost or the one-sided information the producer

provides. In contrast to this, the monetary cost of a product leaves out

much of what makes up the real cost, especially environmental impact and

the social conditions of labour, and reduces the rest to a single number.

Another strand to the information systems is a detailed ratings system,

so people know how others see them and how well they are doing. These
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information systems become the principal social controls, and enable

money to be gradually phased out. 

You Does a co-operative economy have to be a moneyless

economy?

Me I think it does, eventually. Look back at the problems I’ve just

described. A money-based economy is simply driven by the

wrong signals. Things are done for the wrong reasons. Money

is an abstraction disconnected from what matters. But a

moneyless economy would be quite a late stage. In the early

stages of a transition, I think it is sufficient that people

understand the problems money causes and begin to find

ways around them. 

The efficiency of a co-operative economy

Finally, perhaps the biggest change in a co-operative economy would be an

enormous increase in efficiency, in the sense of a reduced overall effort

needed to satisfy people’s wants and needs. We are so used to our producer-

driven economy that we don’t appreciate the huge amount of extra work

that is generated by the need to compete. 

A metaphor for competition versus co-operation

Imagine a large group of people trying to lift and move a

huge object. If several different groups each push or pull in

different directions while some spend their time trying to

undermine those who want to go in a different direction

from their own, very little will get done despite great

efforts by everyone. Most of their effort will go into the
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conflict with each other. Now imagine that they all co-

ordinate their efforts, lifting and pulling in synchrony. All

the effort then goes into the job. That is the difference

between a competitive world and a co-operative one.

In Pinecone Network, there is no need to spend effort on advertising to

encourage people to consume. There is no need for insurance, banks,

pensions, taxes, cash, cashiers or cash registers, accountants, stock markets,

futures markets, money markets, no negotiations over prices and wages. By

contrast, there is a lot of effort spent on finding out what people want and

how satisfied they are with what they have received. There is a lot of effort

spent on determining the real costs of consumption and informing people

of it.

In a co-operative economy it makes sense for the lifetime of goods to

be extended by recycling and re-use of parts. That simply leads to less work

on the part of the makers, less need for energy, water, mining and raw

materials. There is no conflict between efficiency and the producer’s need

to sell more. This was clear in the way computers and automobiles were

handled in Pinecone Network. Far less has to be produced to satisfy

people’s desires directly than needs to be produced to fuel endless economic

growth. It makes sense for different producers to share information on best

practice and to cover for each other in times of difficulty. 

In a co-operative economy the money-related motivations for crime

and corruption are simply not there. Moreover, a social structure like that

of a Pinecone Network inherently takes into account the diversity of

people’s Views, so much less conflict occurs. This leads to a much lower

workload for police and social services.
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A co-operative economy, driven directly by the needs of people and the

environment, (the third basic eGaian principle) has the possibility of being

a society that works in accordance with people’s hopes and dreams. It has

the possibility of being a healthy society, in which the Global Cancer has

been cured.
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A SUSTAINABLE EARTH

This final chapter of the eGaian Guide looks

at the second of the three basic

eGaian principles –

sustainability. What would

it mean if humanity

were organised so that

looking after the health

of the whole of the

living Earth were

one of its primary

values? The chapter

deals first with land

use, particularly its

use for food.
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Food isn't just one more sector of the economy. It is fundamental to our

survival as animals and to our connection with the rest of the living Earth.

The chapter also looks at the sustainable manufacture and distribution of

goods and at energy. 

You Didn't we know all that back in the 1970s?

Me Largely, yes. At that time it was all new, and much of it now

seems rather naive. We have the benefit of a generation of

careful thought and research to turn what were just ideas into

mature technologies. And much of the naivety was due to the

assumption that sustainability could take place without the

sort of fundamental changes in society and the economy

described in the last few chapters.

The purpose of this chapter is to flesh out what ultimately makes for

sustainability. It is pointing towards goals rather than looking at possible

first steps, but will in so doing help explore and clarify first steps. Thus it

is once again the answer to the ‘miracle question’. The miracle question

assumes away all the cultural obstacles to sustainability. So it looks at what

is desirable for sustainability in physical and biological terms while

ignoring constraints due to entrenched beliefs, our current economic

system or the ravages of current wars and national or ethnic rivalries. 

However, it will not ignore constraints due to the size of the human

population. Our population is much too large for us to propose simply that

humanity backs off and lets nature regenerate as it did, for example, after

each of the last few ice ages. That is why humanity needs to function

actively and consciously as a nervous system for the living Earth. 
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High-level principles for sustainability

There are many measures that are popularly thought of as leading towards

sustainability: using less fossil fuels and more renewable energy sources to

reduce carbon dioxide emissions; re-cycling glass, paper, cans and plastic;

moving towards organic food production rather than intensive, chemical-

based industrial agriculture; restricting the effluents which can be dumped

into the atmosphere or watercourses. The list can be extended indefinitely,

and every item on it is controversial in some circles, always on economic,

but sometimes also on practical grounds.

To clarify the list, there are three high-level principles underpinning

sustainability and based on the metaphor of the Earth becoming an organism.

• Regeneration and recycling The most fundamental characteristic of an

organism is that throughout the cycle of its life it regenerates itself. It

continuously builds and rebuilds, growing new cells as old ones die,

using the nutrients it gets from its environment. Moreover, the wastes

of an organism form the food of some other organism. And then, when

it dies, when it can no longer regenerate itself, other organisms use it

as food. The result is that the chemicals that make up organisms simply

go round and round the biosphere. 

• Stability, resilience and self-repair Organisms must face the challenges

of environments which change and which sometimes damage them. All

those which persist over many generations (ie are sustainable) can cope

with change and repair themselves from injury up to a certain point.

• Adaptability and creativity This is simply the response to changing

environments over a longer time scale. The organism may evolve to a

new form; it may aquire new ways of behaving so that it is better

adapted to the new conditions.
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So what would it mean for humanity to have these principles applied to the

Earth and to themselves as their principal social driving force rather than

the pursuit of money?

Land use in an eGaian world

Preserving wilderness

There are parts of the Earth that we think of as natural, unspoiled, meaning

they take their own form, rather than one which is determined by people.

Some of these teem with life, like the remaining rainforests, temperate

forests, grasslands, and parts of the seas. Others – like deserts, high

mountains or the poles – have only scattered life.

The wild areas are biological reservoirs, places where life can live at its

most diverse and most stable. These parts of the world can look after

themselves and don't need our help, so long as they are big enough and so

long as the climate doesn't change too much. They have the properties of

regeneration, stability and adaptability described above.

If we suppress the usual assumption that they might offer good

opportunities to make money, then the importance to the biological health

of the Earth of preserving them becomes obvious and overwhelming. An

eGaian world would preserve these as reservoirs, and make them as large as

possible. Unfortunately, given the size and continued growth of human

population, it is perhaps unlikely that they could be much larger than at

present, even under an eGaian human culture. 

You When you say 'reservoirs' do you mean that no humans

should live within them?

Me No, and people do live in them now. I think it desirable that

they have small, low-density human populations, living what

is essentially a traditional gatherer-hunter lifestyle (but also in
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communication with the rest of humanity). They would be

the caretakers such communities always saw themselves to be.

Some would be the continuation of existing indigenous

cultures, but treated with a new respect by the rest of

humanity. Some entirely new forms of gatherer-hunter

cultures might also arise, which people from more settled

cultures might move into and out of at different times.

Countryside for food

Outside of wilderness areas, humans and their artefacts to a greater or lesser

degree dominate the Earth’s surface. Population size means this is likely to

continue, but human intervention must be much more natural. 

Once we drop the assumption that money flows dominate what we do,

our approach to the countryside becomes quite different. The obvious and

necessary function of the countryside is to provide food for our huge

population. However, the countryside could look very different if our food

were seen as our principal connection to the rest of the natural world, and

also as the key to our personal health, rather than simply as one more

industry or a profitable leisure activity.

In the story of Pinecone Network (Chapter 3) Elderberry Farm

illustrates the changed role of farming. Perhaps its most important

characteristic is the provision of food mainly for the local population rather

than for global agribusiness.

You Is providing food for world markets such a bad idea?

Me I'm afraid it is. I'm not saying that there should be no

international trade in food. Far from it. It is just that food

should come predominantly from local sources. There is a

strong movement for organic food now, but the growing
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movement for local food, though much less known, is at least

as important.

The most obvious reason for food provision to be primarily local is

freshness – for flavour, preservation of nutrients and health. It also removes

the need for so much processing and packaging. Locally produced meat

reduces some animal welfare issues. And for reviving the connection

between people and the natural world there is nothing better than a

connection with the food they eat.

Producing food for the global market shares many of the difficulties of

globalisation of all products. For a start, there is a tremendous amount of

extra transport. A typical plate of food in the US today has accumulated

some 1,500 miles from source to table. In 1997 food transport was 20% of

the total for US commodity transport. And that is just internal transport

of food, not including imports, infrastructure costs or car trips to the

supermarket.

It is not a matter of giving the consumer more choice. Equivalent

products go both ways. For example, the UK imported 114,000 tonnes of

milk in 1996 and exported 119,000 tonnes. A supermarket may supply

half a dozen varieties of apples from around the world. Yet it probably

offers no interesting local varieties because they aren't as suited to industrial

scales of growing and handling.
1

"Americans import Danish sugar cookies, and Danes import

American sugar cookies. Exchanging recipes would surely be more

efficient."
2

Food provision can be considered in terms of the high-level principles for

sustainability listed above. First, regeneration and recycling: Elderberry

Farm is a mixed organic farm, which includes crops, animals, woodland
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and mixed grassland. It is a recycling centre for wastes, and supplies its own

energy. It doesn't need external inputs such as fertilisers and pesticides or

fossil fuels for its tractors. It is designed to fit into natural biological cycles. 

The second principle is stability, resilience and self-repair. For a start, if

food is produced locally, adapted to the local area, it is not susceptible to

the ups and downs of the world commercial market. As to the nature of the

farming, Elderberry Farm has a lot of perennial crops plus wild and semi-

wild animals. That means it is a lot closer to self-regulation than

conventional farms today. Because of its variety of species, it is not subject

to the kind of diseases that can spread through monocultural agricultural

systems. It uses a variety of biological controls for pests and diseases.

"In some cases, the farm itself mimics the wilderness, as in the

traditional forest gardens of the Tamil Nadu highlands in southern

India. These gardens produced a fantastic array of fruits, nuts,

berries, roots and edible leaves, while relying on the forest's

indigenous species – including micro-organisms, insects, wild

animals and 'non-productive' plants – to maintain the garden's

balance and health."
3

Studies show that current farming practices are a principal cause of the loss

of bio-diversity in the world today
4
. This reduces the stability of the

biosphere. It is the combination of mixed, pseudo-natural farms and the

preservation of the remaining wilderness areas that are the main eGaian

means of stopping this loss.

Probably the most important effect of sustainable agriculture would be

to halt the decline in soil fertility and the loss of topsoil. This is one of the

most dangerous by-products of industrial agriculture. For example, it is

estimated that five pounds of topsoil are lost for every pound of grain

harvested in Iowa.
5
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You But surely this use of perennial crops, organic agriculture, and

wild animals is much less productive than today's intensive

farms. It sounds like a nice idea, but you have said we are

going to have to feed nearly twice as many people as we do

today.

Me I don't know precisely to what extent it is possible to change.

Current research into sustainable agriculture systems points

that way, but Elderberry Farm goes further than most of that

research; it presumes several generations of research into food

production that is designed for biological health and

sustainability. Much of today's mainstream food research,

such as most of that into genetically modified crops is

motivated by a desire to improve money flows in agriculture.

The idea that sustainable agricultural systems are inherently lower yielding

doesn't seem to be borne out by research. Jules Pretty writes about

sustainable agriculture
6

characterised by:

• use of natural processes such as nutrient cycling, nitrogen fixation and

pest-predator relationships

• reduction in external inputs

• more equitable access to productive resources

• use of the biological and genetic potential of plants and animals

• use of local knowledge and practices

• better match of cropping patterns to climate and landscape

• integrated farm management to conserve soil, water, energy and

biological resources.
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This is all very much consistent with the Elderberry Farm practices. Pretty

describes the effect of sustainable agriculture in three different areas.

• In industrialised countries, about 1.2 billion people rely on agriculture

with large external inputs (fertiliser, pesticides, transport, etc).

Sustainable methods would lower yields by perhaps 10-20%, but

remove the need for the external inputs. These are areas where the

population is not growing and which currently have food surpluses.

• In the Third World, there are roughly 2.5 billion people whose food

relies on ‘green revolution’ type farming methods – a few high yielding

varieties which need a lot of water, fertiliser and pesticides. There,

sustainable agricultural methods could match current productivity.

• In the poorest countries, there are about 1.2 billion people who use

traditional agricultural methods, often on the poorest land (since the

better land has gone into the global market). There, using the modern

sustainable approaches Pretty describes could double or treble output.

You Still, on that analysis, feeding the Earth's future human

population doesn't look too easy.

Me Not easy but not out of the question, which is how I see the

whole transition to an eGaian world.

And what about the third high-level principle for sustainability –

adaptability and creativity? Elderberry Farm used several networks to

ensure that its practices were up-to-date and appropriate. It was monitored

by its staff and linked into the scientific community to ensure that its

results and its methods were the best practice available. And in a different

sense of creativity, it was laid out with a strong sense of the aesthetic, so that

it would have a visual appeal to the local population.
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It is clear from the Elderberry Farm story that a lot of creativity needs to

be put into the nature of food production if we are to move towards sustain-

ability in that aspect of our lives. The growing popularity of organic food is

only a small beginning. Supermarket organic food may not be grown with

fertilisers and pesticides but it is still industrially grown and distributed food.

Urban and industrial areas

An eGaian world would still have urban and industrial areas, but they too

would be changed significantly, towards a more organic form following the

high-level principles for sustainability. 

You So you don't envisage a totally back-to-nature world then?

Me No, that is not my vision. I grew up in a large city and

understand their appeal as cultural and organisational centres.

But I imagine that cities could actually be changed

sufficiently so that they would fit in with an eGaian world.

Their food would come predominantly from the surrounding countryside

for all the reasons given above. Some food would come from more distant

places to provide interest and variety in people's diets, rather than because

of market opportunities. In addition there would be a major expansion of

urban garden-parks, to produce some of the local food, and – probably in

some cities – the development of large market gardens within the city

boundaries, as was the tradition in Beijing, for example.

Urban and industrial areas require enormous inputs of materials and

finished goods, and large exports of the same. They have very large inputs

of energy as electricity and as fuels and large outputs of waste heat and

combustion products such as carbon dioxide and more toxic emissions.

They have large outputs of wastes of all kinds. The following sections

indicate how production and energy might be developed sustainably.
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Making things sustainably

It should be clear by now that the eGaian image is in no sense a return to

a low-tech, primarily rural pre-industrial world. But very dramatic changes

in the way we make and distribute things will be needed to move towards

sustainability. Over the past few decades a tremendous amount of research

and thinking has been devoted to this subject. The eGaian image builds on

this and projects it into the future, looking at what is desirable in physical,

biological and social terms freed from the constraints of the present

economic system.

Several parts of the Pinecone Network story illustrate this approach to

sustainability, most especially the Pinecone Plastics factory, but also Apple

Transport and the Transport Users Co-op, and the Pinecone

Communications Workshop. As with food production, most products are

made locally, customised to suit local needs. However, this is not done

because of an ideological commitment to local self-sufficiency, but for

practical reasons. If there are some products for which only a few high-

volume production factories make more sense (for example, computer

chips as opposed to computer assembly) than that is the strategy to adopt. 

Local production dramatically reduces transport and the energy needed

for it. It means that goods are designed for the needs of local people, not

for some global mass market. The eGaian goal is largely local production

but with global connections for ideas, advice and support. 

The Pinecone Plastics factory illustrates and extends what is best in

current environmental thinking about product design and manufacturing.

The raw materials for its plastics come from local renewable resources

(chemicals derived from wood and other organic materials). Its plastics are

designed to be recycled and re-manufactured into other products when
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they reach the end of their life. This is a direct application of the first of the

high level sustainability principles – regeneration and recycling.

Similarly, Apple Transport and Pinecone Communications products

are designed so that their useful life can be extended by repair and updating

of parts, with obsolete parts recycled and re-used.

These strategies reduce the amount of production needed, so reducing

water and energy needs, raw materials and waste materials. As a result, they

also reduce the workload of the organisations, giving their employees an

easier life. Of course in our present economic system this would be a

disaster for the three firms in question, as they would prefer to keep their

production as high as possible to increase their income. Local production

of long-life, customised recyclable products is good for the environment

and all the people concerned but bad for an economy that is driven by

producers' needs.

You I must admit that this goes way beyond the kind of recycling

of bottles, cans and paper I am used to.

Me Yes, I hope it is clear why that is really just a token effort.

The strategies illustrated in Pinecone Network are part of what is now

called 'ecodesign' or 'life cycle design' that aims: 

"to reduce and balance the adverse impact of manufactured products

on the environment by considering the product's whole life

cycle–from raw materials acquisition, through manufacture,

distribution and use, to reuse, recycling and final disposal."
7

Strategies include:

"1 the selection of low-impact (eg renewable) materials

2 reducing the weight or volume of materials in the product
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3 using cleaner (eg less wasteful, polluting) techniques for

product manufacture

4 reduction of environmental impacts arising from the packaging

and distribution of the product

5 reduction of environmental impacts arising from the use (eg

energy consumption) and maintenance of the product

6 optimising the life of the product (eg by creating durable

'classic' designs) 

7 reuse, remanufacture, recycling or disposal at the end of the

product's life."
8

Moving towards a sustainable world will involve reducing energy, water

and resource flows, as well as waste and pollution generated, by anything

from four to 20 times,
9

particularly in the more affluent industrialised

countries. The strategies of ecodesign described above are only a part of

what is needed. Roy talks about them as part of 'sustainable product-service

systems'
10
, which also include:

• systems designed to satisfy needs rather than provide products. For

example, the Transport Users Co-op in Pinecone Network helps people

with their transport rather than providing them with their own cars.

Providing home insulation to keep people's homes warm rather than

increasing the supply of gas or oil for heating is another example.

• sharing of services. Again, in the Transport Users Co-op, vehicles are

shared so fewer are needed.

• product life extension services. This is very much in the model of Apple

Transport or the Pinecone Communications Workshop, in which the
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organisation takes complete responsibility for the product (car or

computer), from manufacture to maintenance to recycling. 

• demand side management. Instead of taking the demand for

something for granted and supplying it, a partnership between

producer and consumer enables demand to be altered to suit

conditions. For example, the Pinecone Plastics factory used renewable

energy sources and adjusted its output somewhat according to how

much energy was available. The Transport Users Co-op arranges shared

transport for people so that for minor changes in their preferred travel

plans large savings are made by sharing transport. 

All of these strategies for improving the sustainability of producing and

using things are much easier and more obviously desirable in a society

which is organised for co-operation (as is assumed in the Pinecone

Network) than in our current competitive market economy. 

Sustainable energy use

This is probably the highest profile issue in current debates on

sustainability because the carbon dioxide released by burning coal, oil and

gas is the principal cause of global warming. However there are many other

problems with our present use of energy,
11

including acid rain, oil pollution

of the seas, radioactive wastes and the decommissioning of nuclear energy

plants. Moreover, the concentration of fuel reserves in a small number of

countries (especially in the Middle East) adds enormously to political

tensions around the world.

In an eGaian future these problems would be eliminated through a

variety of strategies. The most important of these is the reduction in the

need for energy (but without reducing people's well being). Much of this
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has already been covered in the preceding sections. Local production of

food and other goods plus the greatly increased use of shared transport

hugely reduces the need for fuels for transport. 

Much of the rest of the ecodesign and sustainable product-service

systems also acts to reduce the need for energy. Some do this directly, as in

more highly insulated buildings and other energy-saving techniques (low-

energy light bulbs, better controls for heating systems, etc) Others do it

indirectly. If the lifetime of products are extended through design, re-use

and recycling of parts, much less need to be produced, saving the energy of

production. Less raw materials need to be mined, quarried and transported,

removing the energy needed for that. If things are shared and used more

efficiently then less of them need to be produced, saving that energy. 

There are also other, wider ways to reduce energy needs, such as the re-

use of energy flows. Collecting the waste heat from electricity generation

and using it for heating buildings is one example.

From research done in the recent past, it looks likely that we could

"accomplish everything we do today as well as now or better, with only

one-quarter of the energy and materials we presently use."
12

In an eGaian

future, when ecodesign would be central to social goals and thus much

more highly developed, our needs for energy and materials could probably

be reduced much further. (The changes resulting from the effort that has

gone into improving computers and mobile phones are clues to what might

be achieved.) For example, in an eGaian future there might be virtually no

need to mine for more metals. The recycling and re-use of metal parts

combined with mining our old rubbish might be sufficient.

You I thought this section was going to be about renewable

energy, like wind power and all that?
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Me Yes, I'm just about to get to that. This discussion of reducing

our needs was necessary first.

Traditional discussions about energy concentrate on supplies – like how

many more power stations would be needed. They assume continuing

economic growth and energy needs and conclude that so much energy is

needed that renewable sources could supply only a small fraction of them.

But, once the possibilities of reducing energy needs are exploited, then

there is no longer a problem in meeting all of humanity's energy needs

purely from renewable sources.

For example, a United Nations study in 1992 concluded that “by the

middle of the twenty-first century, renewable sources of energy could

account for three-fifths of the world's electricity market and two-fifths of

the market for fuels used directly."
13 

This study assumed substantial

economic growth and increased world energy consumption. With eGaian

assumptions, there would easily be enough for all the world's energy

requirements.

The Pinecone Network story gives a flavour of how this would work.

There are renewable sources of energy in many places. Elderberry Farm has

some large wind turbines to produce electricity. It also uses a certain

amount of coppiced wood as fuel and takes in wastes that are processed

into liquid and gaseous fuels. Pinecone Plastics and many other buildings

have solar panels that produce electricity and heat. 

The basic principle is to use whatever diverse forms of energy are

available, whether direct solar energy, wind energy, energy from rivers and

streams, biomass energy from wood and wastes, and in coastal areas wave

and tidal energy and offshore wind energy.

You Does this mean that there would no longer be those horrible

lines of electricity pylons marching across the countryside?
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Me I'm afraid it doesn't, although they would be much smaller.

The principle here, as with food and goods, is that energy production is

basically local, but connected globally. With energy supplies this is

particularly important. There are still likely to be some larger sources of

energy, such as the offshore wind and wave sources and some hydroelectric

schemes where the energy needs to be distributed over an area. Also,

renewable energy sources are very variable. By connecting them in a grid

you average them out. A high wind in one place might provide more energy

than is needed there, but will supply a place where there is no wind at that

moment. At times when the variable sources are below requirements, the

supply can be topped up with generators running on gas or liquid fuels

(renewably made, of course). In a similar way, there could be gas

distribution networks, as there are now, but supplying gas from a large

number of local gasifiers fed using wood and wastes.

This approach to supplying energy locally but linked into a network

follows the first two high-level principles. Energy is just one more part of

the local regeneration and recycling system. Local but linked energy sources

provide much more resilience than do large, centralised power stations.

And of course there is no longer the problem of fluctuating fuel prices due

to political events halfway around the world.

Towards a sustainable Earth

By looking at the use of land, especially for food, and at sustainable

methods of producing goods and energy, it should be clear that

sustainability is possible in physical and biological terms without the need

to revert to a pre-industrial lifestyle. The obstacles to implementing these

strategies are organisational and economic, not physical and biological.
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Such obstacles are not inevitable, although they are major. They are of the

form “changing the side of the road on which you drive” rather than

“changing the law of gravity”.

We don’t need industrial agriculture to feed a growing world

population. On the contrary, industrial agriculture is a major contributor

to poverty and to the destruction of the environment. We need largely local

organic food production that mimics natural ecosystems, but linked in a

global human food web.

We don’t need globalised production and distribution of goods to make

the world prosperous. It serves the needs of global organisations but not the

needs of the environment. It does a bad job for most of the human

population. We need largely local production, tailored to local needs,

designed for maximum re-use and minimum waste, but linked to a global

information and support network.

We don’t need more nuclear power stations and oil tankers to keep the

lights on and to keep us supplied with goods. That serves the needs of those

industries while creating pollution and destabilising the climate. We need

largely local energy sources, exploiting whatever forms of renewable energy

are available locally, but linked into regional grids.

The physical and biological side of sustainability is much easier to

envisage than the social and economic. Growing a peaceful, collaborative

world is the hardest part. If we can begin to get that established then

sustainability will fall into place easily. And the possible steps in that

direction are the subject of the next few chapters.
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